
 

BH3 MISMANAGEMENT COMMITTEE  

HASH MASTER-The HM chair· s the Mismanagement  

Committee and ensures all posts are filled and 

the committee is working as it should.  

 

RELIGIOUS ADVISOR (RA)-The arbiter of hash 

tradition, master of ceremonies at the Down-Downs and 

chief of hash protocol. When on the podium the RA is 

always right, even when wrong. The RA brings or 

appoints someone to bring the podium to each hash. This 

is an integral part of our hash tradition. The RA ensures 

that deserving thirsts are quenched. The RA assists 

and encourages the pack to choose an appropriate hash 

name for each hasher, calls for a vote and presides over 

the baptism ceremony that follows. The most successful 

RA s are the individuals who are good speakers, can give 

or take a joke well, and are generally well thought of by 

most of the pack (the latter is important because all the 

shit the RA dishes out will be better received by a friendly 

group).  

 

ON-SEC-The On-Sec keeps track of roster of 

hashers (name, address, phone number, number of runs 

and other stats.), organizes and arranges for awards to be 

given to hashers who have reached milestone run 

achievements etc. Does a periodic mail-out of the Hash 

Trash (hash newsletters), sends out publicity on the hash 

and events, and acts as the point of contact with interhash 

sources and periodicals. This is a thankless, time-

consuming job; the lucky candidate who "volunteers" 

should possess a computer or smartphone. 
 

HASH CASH-Cash is responsible for tracking the all-

important hash funds. The Hash Cash collects the fees and 

provides reimbursement for the food or refreshments used 

at the hash. The position becomes even more important 

when the hash hosts an interhash, as the monies collected 

can be considerable. Therefore, you want to select a 

trustworthy individual for this position who can be a bit 

"anal" about tracking funds, while at the same time being 

friendly in dealings with hashers,  

HASH SCRIBE (Hash Words, Hash Bard, etc.)  Scribe 

is responsible for seeing that a write-up is clone of each 

run by various hounds. This provides a different style 

and viewpoint each week. In cases where the Scribe is 

unable to appoint a hound for the write-up of the trash. 

The Scribe does it. A copy of the trash is emailed to the 

On-Sec to add other important data and should then be 

sent back to the Scribe for printing and publication. The 

Scribe also sends to Webmaster to post on our website.  
 

HABERDASHER (Hash Shirt)-Hash Shirt is 

responsible for design. purchase, sale and looking after the 

hash inventory of shirts. shorts, hats. Foot stickers and 

other hash paraphernalia. This is important to provide 

funds for the Hash. Also, visiting hashers in particular 

expect to be able to purchase souvenirs of their visit.  
 

BOOZEMASTER-Provides refreshments for the 

hashes. Sends the drinks orders to our present supplier 

who makes delivery each Saturday. Booze Master is in the 

hot seat if this delivery is not made. Arranges to purchase 

other necessary refreshments and delivers on site.  

Responsibility also entails staying at the hash until 

the deliveryman picks up the empties, and any unused 

drinks.  Booze Master then takes away and any 

drinks, empty cases etc that were not previously taken by 

the deliveryman. Sometimes helps the hares in arranging 

the bar. This is another thankless. Job. The lucky 

candidate must possess a truck or van, willing to stay late 

at most hashes and has the patience of Job,  

 

HASH HORN-Hash Horn is responsible for keeping 

the pack together and sounding the ON ON. Does this 

by blowing the horn at intervals during the run. The 

Horn should give a big blast at the beginning of the run 

to denote the START. Also does the same to call the 

Down Downs to or der. Part of the Horn’s duties is also to 

mark the trail during the run for others to follow. The 

candidate who volunteers does not have to be a very 

strong runner. The middle of the pack is the ideal place to 

be. 

HASH WOODMAN-Responsible for bringing and 

lighting the 8BQ at each hash. Also provides the wood 

and paper necessary for the firing up of the BBQ. Another 

thankless Job! The candidate who volunteers must have 

access to a vehicle with the space to transport the BBQ to 

and from each hash.  
 

HASH GEAR-Hash Gear is responsible for bringing to 

the hash the below paraphernalia: -the medicine box; 

hats used by the RA's apprentices; special t-shirts 

(shit. poofter, trollop. Suzuki. Hog etc) awarded to hashers 

By the RA. Ensures that hashers, who are awarded 

shirts during the down-downs. Bring back the shirts tor 

the following weeks' run. Hash Gear takes the shirts home 

to wash, and remembers to bring them back! 
 

HARELINER-Hash Hareline is responsible for  

keeping schedule of upcoming runs and assigns 

hares based on experience, matching new hares with a 

more experienced one. The lucky candidate must possess 

a silky tongue, cunning and the ability not to take NO for 

answer.  

 

HASH FLASH-The responsibilities of Hash Flash are to  

capture each event on film for posterity and maintain 

the hash scrapbook. Pictures should be taken of the 

activities of hashers during the run. At down downs and 

those unusual moments. After taking photos at the run. 

Flash will then arrange for them to be uploaded and 

stored. These photos are very important and are very 

necessary for the making of our collages. The lucky 

volunteer needs only to have good aim, a keen eye and 

steady  

hands.  

WEBMASTER-The Webmaster is responsible for the  

hash website www.barbadoshash.comn which includes  

updating the site weekly with run locations, the trash.  

special events. web photos etc. Part of the duties includes  

keeping the site interesting! Webmaster ensures 

that our registration subscription stays up to date. 


